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Yerra Solutions Furthers Global Expansion with Opening of  
United States Office 

 

Switzerland-based legal and IP solutions company incorporates Yerra Solutions LLC, growing 
its global footprint to 5 countries on 3 continents 

New York City, NY – 8 June 2016 –Yerra Solutions AG, a global provider of innovative 

solutions for corporate legal and IP, today announced its expansion to the United States with 
the establishment of a New York City office. The new office, located at 387 Park Avenue South, 
New York, NY 10016, further supports the company’s commitment to empowering its global 
customer base to better connect global operations and achieve long-term legal and IP 
operational excellence. 

Yerra Solutions LLC has been officially incorporated in the state of Delaware, and the company 
intends to hire more than 50 people to support clients in the Greater New York City area, as well 
as Nashville and Jacksonville.  

“The establishment of Yerra Solutions LLC is driven by the company’s rapid growth within our 
client base, and these clients have substantial operations in the U.S.,” says Rajitha Boer, 
founder and CEO of Yerra Solutions AG. “We are proud of Yerra’s growth and success over the 
past 3 years and are committed to maintaining our stellar levels of client service as we continue 
to grow our team and expand to new markets.” 

Visit www.yerrasolutions.com to learn more and follow the company on LinkedIn and Twitter for 
frequent updates. 
 
About Yerra Solutions 
 
Yerra partners with legal and IP departments and enables them to build long-term operational 
excellence by delivering high-value consulting, managed services and technology solutions. 
Yerra helps clients with solutions related to eDiscovery, legal spend management, contract 
management, technology implementations and other areas critical to legal and IP operational 
efficiency. The company is headquartered in Basel, Switzerland with offices in the US, UK, 
Singapore and Poland. Learn more at www.yerrasolutions.com.   
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